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Latin America
- Pandemic Impact on
- Twenty-eight percent.

Cloud Adoption
- A multi-cloud fabric at thirty-seven percent,
- Security at forty-three percent,
- Managed Services Feature
- Much like the cloud, in a very dynamic environment.

Zoom experienced major growth from
- Over 20 distinct applications growing from
- In parallel, SaaS adoption continues to
- In 2020, a fifty percent growth
- Now to forty-seven percent in 2021, a fifty percent increase from 2019.
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- Over seventy percent of respondents and on par with last year.
- Sixteen percent in 2019.
- Also at thirty percent is lack of performance, followed by a managed firewall at
- Security capabilities required. Next is a feature and on-par with the different vendors.
- Thirty-four percent identify SD-WAN vendor with
- Deployment and operation.
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